2
and an infection rateλ(d kk ′ ) ≃ λe −b(λ)(d kk ′ −1) where b(λ) = ln(1+1/λ) and d kk ′ is the distance between nodes of degree k and k ′ . The key feature is the long-range infection, though the rate decays exponentially with the distance. The authors of Ref.
[1] investigated whether it could be relevant to overcome the localized nature of infection especially in SW networks where d kk ′ = O(ln N ) with the number of nodes N . They performed the LSA and concluded that the epidemic threshold is zero in the random SF networks with the SW property.
Note that the LSA does not always yield the true epidemic threshold. We have already witnessed the failure of the LSA applied to the QMF theory [2, 3] . One must assure that the infection is sustainable covering a finite fraction of nodes above the threshold.
Consider the fraction of infected nodes that are allowed by Eq. (3) of Ref.
[1]. The rate of infection events at a node of degree k is bounded byλ
/ ln κ and κ is the average branching factor (see Eq. (2) 
with a constant c and
Hence we obtain a necessary condition for infected nodes, given by
This condition can be easily understood by comparing the typical reinfection time scaling as ln τ rein. ∼ lnλ −1 ∼ ln N and the typical recovery time scaling as ln τ recov. ∼ lnδ −1 ∼ k. The reinfection wins when Eq. (2) satisfies. The condition in Eq. (2) yields the upper bound for the density ρ of infected nodes:
. It vanishes in the N → ∞ limit. Therefore the system cannot be in the endemic phase even in SW networks as long as the infection rates decay exponentially. This result invalidates the claim of Ref.
[1].
We add a few remarks: (i)λ(d) was evaluated assuming that the infection is only through a single path [1] . The effect of multiple paths can be incorporated with an extra factor κ d . The infection rateλ ∼ e −(b−ln κ)d still decays exponentially for small λ, hence the scaling of k c is not affected. (ii) Numerical simulation data were presented in Ref.
[1] as an evidence for λ c = 0. Considered was a coverage defined as the fraction of distinct nodes ever infected. It is doubtful that the coverage could be a proper quantity to monitor the epidemic transition. The instant coverage is thought to be a proper one instead. A further numerical work in this direction is necessary.
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